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Abstract
In automotive embedded real-time systems, such as the engine control unit, there are tasks that are activated whenever the crankshaft
arrives at a specific angular position. As a consequence the frequency of activation changes with the crankshaft’s angular speed
(i.e., engine rpm). Additionally, execution times and deadlines may also depend on angular speeds and positions. This paper
provides a survey on schedulability analysis techniques for tasks with this rate-dependent behaviour. It covers different task-models
and analysis methods for both fixed priority and earliest deadline first scheduling. A taxonomy of the different analysis methods,
classifying them according to the assumptions made and the precision of the analysis, is provided at the end of the paper.
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1. Introduction
Real-time systems are characterised by the need for both
functional and timing correctness. The system must produce
the correct responses to input stimuli within specified time con-
straints or deadlines. Real-time functionality is typically de-
composed into a set of tasks that are either activated period-
ically in time, or directly in response to events in their envi-
ronment. Considering engine management systems in the au-
tomotive domain, there are functions that need to be executed
with a specific time period for example 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 ms.
In addition, there are functions related to controlling the engine
behaviour (fueling, ignition timing, and so on) that are triggered
by the crankshaft rotation. Such tasks have an angular period
measured in degrees of rotation and are triggered at specific an-
gular positions or phases. Since the engine speed, measured
in revolutions per minute (rpm), may vary over a wide range,
from 500 rpm to more than 6500 rpm, the angular speed of the
crankshaft and hence the rate at which these tasks are triggered
varies widely. The deadline for such rate-dependent tasks is
also measured in terms of angular rotation. For example, in a
4-cylinder petrol engine [26], the task that computes the quan-
tity of fuel to be injected must execute every 180 degrees of
rotation, with a deadline of 120 degrees. Thus at 1000 rpm, the
inter-arrival time of this task is 30 ms and the relative deadline
is 20 ms, whereas at 5000 rpm, the inter-arrival time is just 6
ms and the relative deadline is 4 ms.
The variation in the period and deadline of rate-dependent
tasks, when viewed in the time domain, implies that the time
interval available for computation is greatly reduced at high en-
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gine speeds. This means that while at lower engine speeds, typi-
cal of normal driving, there is time available to execute complex
functionality aimed at optimizing fuel consumption and mini-
mizing emissions, at higher engine speeds simpler functionality
is required, otherwise the processor would be overloaded and
the system would be unschedulable. In practice, different con-
trol algorithms are adopted for different ranges of engine speed,
leading to tasks characterized by a set of execution modes. Fig-
ure 1 shows the worst-case execution time and the utilization
of a rate-dependent task with six execution modes as a function
of the angular speed in rpm. We note that the highest angular
speed of each mode corresponds to the highest processor uti-
lization for that mode.
Rate-dependent tasks represent software components of a
cyber-physical system. There are constraints on how the en-
gine speed can evolve over time that derive from the physical
properties of the system [26]. For example, the rate of angular
acceleration is limited; a production car engine cannot go from
1000 rpm to 6000 rpm in a single revolution, thus the transitions
between modes are constrained in time.
In his keynote talk [14] at the ECRTS conference in 2012,
Buttle highlighted the problem of analysing tasks with inter-
arrival times, deadlines and execution times that depend on en-
gine speed. This prompted the real-time research community
to look closely at this problem leading to a number of publica-
tions. In this paper, we survey the work on schedulability anal-
ysis for rate-dependent tasks triggered from rotational sources.
We cover all such analyses published by July 2017. All are ap-
plicable to uniprocessor systems. We note that such tasks have
appeared under a variety of names, including Tasks with Vari-
able Rate-dependent Behaviour (VRB), Adaptive Variable-Rate
(AVR)-Tasks, Rhythmic Tasks, and Engine-Triggered Tasks. In
this paper, we use the generic term rate-dependent task.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
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Figure 1: Characterization of a rate-dependent task
tion 2 recaps other task models that can be used to approximate
rate-dependent tasks. Section 3 discusses the proposed models
for rate-dependent tasks. The following sections survey the lit-
erature on rate-dependent tasks. Section 4 covers the analysis
for fixed priority preemptive scheduling; the standard approach
for automotive systems using AUTOSAR or OSEK operating
systems. Analysis for Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling
is covered in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
summary and perspectives on future research.
2. Previous Task Models and Terminology
Schedulability analysis has been developed for a variety of
different task models. The first was the periodic task model
introduced by Liu and Layland [22]. In this model, task acti-
vations are strictly periodic in time. Each task τi has a period
Ti, a worst-case execution time Ci, and a relative deadline Di
that is implicit (i.e., equal to its period). This model was sub-
sequently extended to allow sporadic arrivals with a minimum
inter-arrival time of Ti and permit constrained (Di ≤ Ti) or arbi-
trary deadlines. Exact schedulability tests for the sporadic task
model have been developed for fixed priority scheduling based
on response time analysis [2] and for EDF scheduling based
on the processor demand criterion [5]. Other extensions to the
model include generalised multiframe (GMF) tasks [4], where
a task can execute jobs of different types in a fixed sequence,
with each job characterized by execution time, minimum inter-
arrival time, and deadline parameters specific to its type. A
further extension to the non-cyclic GMF task model [24] al-
lows a non-cyclic order of job types. The most general model
is the Digraph Real-Time (DRT) task model [28], where each
task is described by a directed graph, with each vertex repre-
senting a type of job (execution time and deadline) and each
edge the minimum inter-arrival time to a subsequent job of the
type specified by the connected vertex.
The sporadic, non-cyclic GMF and the DRT task models
can all be used to represent and analyse rate-dependent tasks;
however, the approximations needed come at the expense of
pessimism in the analysis. For example, using the sporadic
task model, a rate-dependent task would be assumed to re-
quire its maximum execution time in its shortest period; how-
ever, this leads to substantial pessimism, as shown in [15]. The
non-cyclic GMF task model can be used to represent a rate-
dependent task by assigning different job types to sections of
the speed range. However, since the non-cycle GMF task model
allows any order of job types it is pessimistic. Since the Di-
agraph can capture the transitions between job types, simple
instances of the DRT task model are more suitable for mod-
eling rate-dependent tasks [19]; however, there is still room
for improvement, since physical constraints limit the possi-
ble sequences of job types. An exact characterization of rate-
dependent tasks can be achieved by means of complex instances
of the DRT task model [9]; however, this approach may become
intractable in terms of the analysis runtime.
We note that the problem of analysing rate-dependent tasks
has some similarities with the classic mode change problem;
however, there are also substantial differences. For example,
different rate-dependent tasks may change their execution modes
according to different thresholds, and they can be driven from
different independent rotational sources. Further changes in ex-
ecution mode may take place over consecutive jobs. This differs
from the traditional concept of operational mode changes.
3. Models for Rate-Dependent Tasks
This section presents a general model for rate-dependent
tasks and then discusses some variations and restrictions that
have been proposed in the literature.
A system may contain multiple rate-dependent tasks, as
well as periodic/sporadic tasks. Different rate-dependent tasks
may be triggered from either the same rotational source (e.g.,
the crankshaft) or independent rotational sources. Multiple rate-
dependent tasks triggered from the same rotational source may
share a common release in terms of angular position, or have
angular offsets between their releases (similar to offset release
times in the case of classical periodic tasks).
A rate-dependent task is characterized by an angular pe-
riod at which jobs of the task are released, and a relative angu-
lar deadline by which computation must be completed. If the
angular deadline divided by the angular period is 1, then the
deadline is referred to as implicit, if the ratio is ≤ 1 then it is
constrained. The behaviour of each job depends on a set of M
execution modes for the task, each corresponding to a predeter-
mined range of angular speeds. Each mode m is characterized
by a WCET Cm that is valid for the speed range (ωm+1, ωm]
where ωM+1 and ω1 correspond to the minimum ω− and maxi-
mum ω+ angular speeds allowed by the system, respectively.
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When the system runs, the trajectory taken by the angular
speed is limited by physical constraints on the maximum α+ and
minimum α− angular acceleration, as well as the minimum and
maximum permitted angular speeds.
Much of the existing literature has made simplifying as-
sumptions, restricting the general model described above. These
include (i) single vs. multiple rotational sources, (ii) single vs.
multiple angular periods for the set of rate-dependent tasks, (iii)
synchronous release vs. arbitrary angular offsets, (iv) constant
acceleration between two jobs vs. arbitrary patterns of accel-
eration, (v) execution mode selection based on instantaneous
angular speed vs. considering speed estimation and lag.
Table 1 (at the end of the paper) provides a taxonomy of the
different analysis methods classifying them according to the as-
sumptions made and the precision of the analysis (i.e., sufficient
or exact) with respect to their assumptions.
A key aspect of the analysis for rate-dependent tasks re-
lates to the acceleration model used. Simple analysis may ig-
nore limits on the maximum rate of acceleration, assuming in-
finite acceleration, and hence arbitrary transitions between ex-
ecution modes. This leads to a sufficient analysis. However,
such an analysis considers combinations of execution modes
which cannot occur in a short time interval in a system with
limited acceleration. At the other extreme, if zero acceleration
is assumed, then the analysis is only valid for steady-state op-
eration. Such an analysis ignores combinations of execution
modes even though they can occur under acceleration. While
considering an arbitrary pattern of acceleration within limits is
required for a precise and sound analysis, one simplifying as-
sumption is to assume that acceleration is limited, but constant
between jobs. While not entirely valid, this reduces the com-
plexity of the analysis and can be corrected for.
A further important aspect is how the value of the angular
speed used by the application software to select the execution
mode is determined. A simplifying assumption here is to as-
sume that the instantaneous angular speed at the time of the
job release can be used. In practice, however, the instantaneous
speed cannot be measured directly, rather it must be estimated
over some angular interval, for example the previous angular
period. We note that differences in the angular speed used can
lead to a different sequence of execution modes for the same
trajectory or evolution of angular speeds.
4. Fixed Priority Preemptive Scheduling
This section reviews the schedulability analysis for rate-
dependent tasks under fixed priority preemptive scheduling. Fig-
ure 3 gives an overview of the different schedulability analyses
for rate-dependent tasks under fixed priority scheduling.
4.1. Preliminary Work with Restrictive Assumptions
In 2012, Negrean et al. [25] presented a case study based on
an automotive system and identified the challenge of analyzing
rate-dependent tasks. They proposed the application of stan-
dard techniques for mode changes under fixed priority schedul-
ing to each pair of modes.
The first analysis specifically designed for rate-dependent
tasks was introduced by Kim et al. [21] in 2012. They derived a
schedulability test assuming a restrictive scenario with a single
rate-dependent task with the highest priority and an inter-arrival
time that is always smaller than the periods of the other tasks.
In 2013, Pollex et al. [27] introduced an analysis for rate-
dependent tasks under the simplifying assumption of constant
angular speed, thus ignoring the effects of mode changes. In a
later work [26], they accounted for arbitrary but bounded accel-
erations. They further relaxed the assumption of specific execu-
tion modes, allowing the relation between task execution time
and angular speed to be modeled via a continuous curve. Pollex
et al. [26] derived a sufficient schedulability test for task sets
containing multiple rate-dependent tasks by extending classic
response time analysis. They verify whether a task is schedula-
ble by comparing the maximum response time with the deadline
for each angular speedω at which the engine can operate, hence
requiring a quantization of the given speed range. The response
time for a given angular speed ω is calculated by maximizing
the number of jobs and the WCETs separately, which leads to
high pessimism in the analysis.
In 2015, Feld and Slomka [17] introduced a sufficient
schedulability test for task sets containing only rate-dependent
tasks, where these tasks may have arbitrary angular offsets.
They quantized the speed range and determined the maximum
response times for each specific angular position.
4.2. Sufficient Tests
In 2014, Davis et al. [15] introduced a number of sufficient
tests for rate-dependent tasks with arbitrary angular periods and
constrained deadlines, that may be driven from multiple inde-
pendent rotational sources. The task sets may also contain peri-
odic/sporadic tasks. Further, software resources may be shared
between any of the tasks according to the Stack Resource Policy
[3].
The initial analysis in Section III of [15] made the simplify-
ing assumption that acceleration may be unbounded, thus any
sequence of execution mode transitions is valid. We note that
this makes the tests valid, but somewhat pessimistic for the case
where acceleration is bounded by the physical constraints of the
system. Davis et al. [15] used an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
formulation to determine the combination of periods for differ-
ent execution modes of each rate-dependent task that results in
the maximum total amount of execution time or interference
I(t) in an interval of length t. This interference calculation is
used within response time analysis to compute the maximum
response time for each execution mode of each task, and thus
to check if all deadlines can be met. Huang and Chen [20]
provided a schedulability test for the same problem formula-
tion which runs in polynomial time, thus improving the run-
time. Davis et al. [15] also introduced two simple linear-time
approximations for the interference term. These expressions
are similarly integrated into response time analysis. Evaluation
shows that the simple sufficient tests provide substantially bet-
ter performance than the default option of approximating rate-
dependent tasks as sporadic tasks.
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In Section IV of the same paper, Davis et al. [15] extended
their methods to consider constraints due to bounds on the
maximum and minimum rate of acceleration (approx. 10,000
rpm/sec for a production car engine). Further, they assumed
that the angular speed used to select the execution mode is the
average over the previous angular period; as can be obtained by
recording the time at which an interrupt is raised releasing each
job of the task. They also accounted for the effect that the lag
between the estimated angular speed and instantaneous angular
speed can have on the time available until the angular deadline.
Their analysis derives constraints on the maximum total num-
ber of job releases in any mode in a time interval t starting at
speed ω, and also constraints that capture the fact that if there
are job releases in modes m and m + 2 it may be a necessary
consequence that there are also job releases in the intervening
mode m + 1. The constraints are used in an ILP formulation
which determines the maximum interference I(ω, t) in an inter-
val of length t, starting from speedω. This interference function
is then integrated into response time analysis, to determine if all
deadlines are met starting from angular speed ω. To cover all
possible angular speeds, quantized values of ω are used repre-
senting small speed ranges (e.g. 100 rpm) and the constraints
are lifted to speed ranges using the maximum and minimum
speeds from each range. This ensures that the analysis remains
sufficient, see the appendix of the technical report [16] for a de-
tailed discussion. The use of quantized speed ranges means that
the analysis is sufficient, but not exact. Precision can, however,
be improved by choosing a suitably small quantization. This
quantization also has another effect, it means that the analy-
sis can only cover systems with rate-dependent tasks that are
driven from a single rotational source or from synchronized
sources with a fixed relationship between their angular speeds
(e.g. crankshaft and camshaft rotation).
4.3. Exact Tests
In 2014, Biondi et al. [10] derived an exact characterization
of the interference produced by rate-dependent tasks, under the
simplifying assumption that acceleration is constant between
one job and the next, and that the execution mode depends on
the instantaneous angular speed at job release. The interference
computation is approached as a search problem in the speed
domain (as illustrated by Figure 2), by relying on the fact that
the instantaneous engine speeds at the activation of consecutive
jobs (such as ω0, ω1 and ω2 in the diagram) are constrained in
corresponding ranges that are determined by the acceleration
bounds α− and α+ of the engine. This reasoning leads to the
definition of a search tree: however, since the speed domain is
a continuum, such a tree is infinite. To cope with this issue,
Biondi et al. [10] identified a limited set of dominant speeds,
which are particular angular speeds that are proved to capture
the worst-case behavior of rate-dependent tasks for the purpose
of schedulability analysis. The use of dominant speeds dras-
tically restricts the number of scenarios that have to be con-
sidered to characterize the exact worst-case interference, while
enabling the exploration of the search tree without the need for
quantization.
Feld and Slomka [18] introduced another method for the
exact characterization of the worst-case interference, which al-
lows reducing the complexity with respect to the approach pro-
posed in [10], with a corresponding improvement of the runtime
for the analysis. Similarly to Biondi et al. [10], their approach
is based on the exploration of a search tree in the speed domain,
but relying on a notably smaller set of initial speeds and at most
three scenarios for defining the subsequent search patterns. In
contrast to [10], they assumed that the angular speed used to se-
lect the execution mode is the average over the previous angular
period, which corresponds to the speed estimation that can be
obtained by recording the time between the last two activations
of the rate-dependent task. Furthermore, the analysis in [18]
also assumes arbitrary accelerations within bounds, but with
the restriction that the maximum deceleration and acceleration
have the same absolute value (i.e., |α−| = |α+|). Hence, their
analysis is not exact when |α−| , |α+|. In the same paper, the
authors combined their characterization of the interference with
the response time analysis proposed by Biondi et al. in [11].
tim
e
Figure 2: Search tree representing possible job sequences
In 2015, Biondi et al. [11] built on their results [10] to de-
rive an exact schedulability test for fixed priority preemptive
scheduling. They introduced an algorithm to compute the max-
imum response times for a mixed set of rate-dependent and
periodic tasks. Since a stand-alone computation of the inter-
ference generated by rate-dependent tasks may introduce pes-
simism in the analysis, the algorithm leverages a dynamic prun-
ing of the search space (defined with dominant speeds) at the
stage of response-time analysis. The analysis in [11] caters only
for rate-dependent tasks with the same angular period and can-
not be used to produce an exact result for systems with angular
offsets.
In 2016, Biondi and Butazzo [8] showed how to account
for different speed estimators (measured over fixed angular dis-
tances or fixed time intervals) when using analysis originally
developed considering instantaneous speeds [8]. These modifi-
cations make the analysis sufficient for the more sophisticated
model.
The simplifying assumption of constant acceleration be-
tween two jobs, assumed in both [10] and [11], was relaxed
by Biondi in 2017 [6], where the same analysis technique was
proven to work with arbitrary but bounded acceleration pat-
terns.
4.4. Fixed Priority Mode-level Scheduling
In fixed priority scheduling, each task is assigned a unique
fixed priority, then at runtime every job of the task inherits
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the priority of the task. By contrast, in fixed priority mode-
level (FPM) scheduling, each mode of a task is assigned a
unique fixed priority, then at runtime, jobs execute with a pri-
ority which is determined by their execution mode. Huang
and Chen [20] proposed an analysis for FPM-scheduling of
rate-dependent tasks. They showed that a utilization bound of
2 −
√
2 ≈ 0.5857 can be guaranteed in implicit deadline sys-
tems if mode priorities are assigned in rate-monotonic priority
order.
4.5. Experiments comparing the precision of the analysis
Davis et al. [15] compared several schedulability tests via
a metric referred to as the success ratio; the proportion of ran-
domly generated task sets that are schedulable. They compared
some tests based on linear upper bounds, another test obtained
by reducing each rate-dependent task to the sporadic task model
and their proposed test using an ILP formulation. As their ex-
periments show, the ILP-method significantly improves upon
the other tests.
Biondi et al. [11] compared the success ratio of their exact
method with the ILP-method and showed that further improve-
ment in precision can be obtained using an exact approach. Feld
and Slomka [18] ran further experiments and showed some im-
provements in precision of their method over [11]. Since both
methods from [11] and [18] are exact with respect to their as-
sumptions, the small difference in precision between them is
due to the different model used: Biondi et al. [11] assume pre-
cise knowledge of the instantaneous angular speed, while Feld
and Slomka [18] assume that the angular speed is obtained by
measuring the time between two activations of the task.
5. Earliest Deadline First Scheduling
This section reviews the schedulability analysis for rate-
dependent tasks under Earliest Deadline First (EDF) schedul-
ing. Figure 3 gives an overview of the different schedulability
analyses for rate-dependent tasks under EDF.
5.1. Sufficient Tests
In 2014, Buttazzo et al. [13] and in 2015, Guo and Baruah
[19] derived schedulability tests based on the utilization of rate-
dependent tasks. In addition, Guo and Baruah [19] provided the
speedup factor for their schedulability test, as compared to a hy-
pothetical optimum algorithm. In this case, the speedup factor
is dependent on both the acceleration bounds and the maximum
angular speed for the system. For typical parameters for a pro-
duction car with a petrol engine, the speedup factor is ≤ 1.14
showing that the test gives away at most around 13% utilization
with respect to an optimal algorithm and exact test.
Guo and Baruah [19] also proposed transforming rate-
dependent tasks to the Digraph Real-Time (DRT) task model.
The diagram in figure 4 illustrates a digraph representing one
task with three modes. Each vertex is labeled with the execu-
tion time C and deadline d of that mode. The edges are labeled
with the minimum time T between releases of the execution
Figure 4: A rate-dependent task represented by a Digraph
modes which they connect. These differ for each direction, as-
suming different bounds on deceleration and acceleration (and
are denoted by Tα− and Tα+ ). Note that the speed ω in brack-
ets denotes the following mode (with its index). Once all rate-
dependent tasks are transformed into a DRT-model, schedula-
bility analysis can be performed according to the methods de-
rived by Stigge et al. [28]. Note that each vertex represents a
range of angular speeds.
Mohaqeqi et al. [23] refined the representation of a rate-
dependent task with the DRT task model. In particular, given a
partitioning of the speed range into sub-ranges, they provided a
method for constructing a safe DRT representation of a rate-
dependent task where each DRT vertex is associated with a
speed sub-range. Furthermore, they also showed how to derive
a speed partitioning that leads to an exact analysis by means of
the transformation. The proposed partitioning is quite similar
to the one proposed in [9]. In contrast to [9, 11], and analo-
gously to [6], they assumed an arbitrary but bounded accelera-
tion. Also, rate-dependent tasks are assumed to be independent.
Buttazzo et al. [13] proposed an analysis for implicit-
deadline, rate-dependent tasks driven by different independent
rotational sources, under EDF scheduling.
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Figure 5: Hysteresis
In practical implementations, the mode change of rate-
dependent tasks includes a hysteresis to allow mode switches
to occur at different angular speeds under acceleration and de-
celeration. This is done to prevent frequent mode changes when
the angular speed oscillates around the switching threshold.
An example of modes with hysteresis is shown in Figure 5.
While accelerating from mode 1 to mode 2, the execution mode
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Figure 3: Overview of analyses for rate-dependent tasks
changes above ω+
1
, whereas when decelerating from mode 2
to mode 1, the mode changes at speed ω−
1
. In 2015, Biondi
and Buttazzo [7] described a utilization-based schedulability
test for EDF that takes hysteresis into account. The test works
only under the assumption of constant acceleration between two
consecutive jobs. In the presence of a set of rate-dependent
tasks activated by the same rotational source, the analysis pro-
posed in [7] allows improving the precision of the one proposed
in [13]. Furthermore, if no hysteresis is considered, the schedu-
lability test of [7] is safe even under arbitrary (but bounded)
acceleration patterns.
5.2. Exact tests
Biondi et al. [9] derived an exact test under EDF-scheduling
for constrained-deadline rate-dependent tasks, under the simpli-
fying assumption that acceleration is constant between one job
and the next, and that the execution mode depends on the in-
stantaneous angular speed at job release. They determined the
demand bound function [5] based on the idea of identifying the
critical job sequences in the speed domain [10] (based on dom-
inant speeds, as discussed in Section 4.3). The analysis applies
only to rate-dependent tasks with the same angular period and
does not produce an exact result for systems with angular off-
sets. In [9], it is also shown how to transform a rate-dependent
task into a DRT task in order to achieve an exact analysis under
the same assumptions. Further, Biondi et al. [9] as well as Guo
and Baruah [19] ran experiments in which they show that EDF
outperforms FP-scheduling in terms of precision.
In 2016, Biondi and Buttazzo [8] showed how to account
for different speed estimators when using analysis originally de-
veloped considering instantaneous speeds. These modifications
make the analysis sufficient for the more sophisticated model.
The simplifying assumption of constant acceleration between
two jobs was relaxed by Biondi in 2017 [6], where the same
analysis technique of [9] was proven to work with arbitrary but
bounded acceleration patterns.
We note that all exact methods [9, 7, 11, 18], the ILP-method
[15] and all methods based on transformations to the DRT task-
model [23, 19] have an analysis runtime which has exponential
complexity. Other tests [26, 13, 17] require a linear number
of the standard RTA or Processor Demand Tests (which them-
selves have pseudo-polynomial complexity).
6. Perspectives and Future work
This survey has reviewed research into schedulability anal-
ysis for rate-dependent tasks under fixed priority or EDF
scheduling, triggered via sources of angular rotation, such as
the crankshaft or camshafts of a 4-stroke petrol engine. Ini-
tially, sufficient analyses were developed with a number of sim-
plifying assumptions applied. More recently, these have been
supplanted by more sophisticated analyses that make use of
constraints provided by the physical system (e.g., limits on
the maximum rate of acceleration). Exact analyses have been
developed for simplified models (assuming that all the rate-
dependent tasks have the same angular period, and assuming
that the instantaneous angular speed is available), which have
been extended by relaxing some assumptions at the cost of a
lower precision. Table 1 provides a taxonomy of the different
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Table 1: Taxonomy
Paper Scheduler Precision
Rotation
source
Multiple
arbitrary
angular
periods/
offsets
Acceleration
model
WCET
model
Notes
Kim et al. [21] RM sufficient single no / no arbitrary
execution
modes
single rate-dependent task at
the highest priority
Pollex et al. [27] FP sufficient single yes / no
none
(steady-state)
execution
modes
ignores mode changes
and accelerations
Pollex et al. [26] FP sufficient single yes / no arbitrary arbitrary
pessimism due to
separate maximization
Feld and Slomka [17] FP sufficient single yes / yes arbitrary arbitrary
only task sets
without periodic tasks
Davis et al. [15] FP sufficient
multiple
independent
yes / no n.a.
execution
modes
ignores physical constraints
Davis et al. [15] FP sufficient single yes / no arbitrary
execution
modes
requires quantization
to setup an ILP formulation
Biondi et al. [10] FP sufficient single no / no
constant
between
two jobs
execution
modes
characterization of the exact
interference
Feld and Slomka [18] FP sufficient single no / no arbitrary
execution
modes
characterization of the exact
interference (reduced complexity)
Biondi et al. [11] FP exact single no / no
constant
between
two jobs
execution
modes
based on [10]
Guo and Baruah [19] EDF sufficient single yes / no arbitrary
execution
modes
model transformation
to DRT tasks, provides
speed-up factor
Mohaqeqi et al. [23] EDF exact single no / no arbitrary
execution
modes
exact model transformation
to DRT tasks
Biondi and
Buttazzo [7]
EDF sufficient single yes / no
constant
between
two jobs
execution
modes
based on utilization bounds,
accounts for hysteresis
Huang and Chen [20] FP sufficient n.a. n.a. n.a.
execution
modes
ignores physical constraints
Buttazzo et al. [13] EDF sufficient
multiple
independent
yes / no arbitrary
execution
modes
based on utilization bounds
Biondi et al. [9] EDF exact single no / no
constant
between
two jobs
execution
modes
same analysis method
of [11]
Biondi [6]
FP
and
EDF
exact single no / no arbitrary
execution
modes
extended versions
of [11] and [9]
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analysis methods classifying them according to the assumptions
made and the precision of the analysis (i.e., sufficient or exact)
with respect to their assumptions.
Possible future work includes a precise analysis for a more
comprehensive rate-dependent task model with arbitrary but
bounded acceleration, angular speed derived via a practical
method, and hysteresis in the execution mode changes. Fur-
ther enhancements include covering systems with tasks trig-
gered from multiple independent rotational sources, and pro-
viding analysis for systems with angular offsets. Another area
for improvement would be to reduce the runtime complexity of
precise analysis. Further work could also extend schedulability
tests for rate-dependent tasks to multi-core systems.
Other areas for future research include design methods for
optimizing the performance of the control functions imple-
mented by systems with rate-dependent tasks. For instance, the
design problem of determining the switching speeds for rate-
dependent tasks that optimize the engine performance has been
addressed by Biondi et al. in [12]. In the context of rate-
dependent tasks it is clear that EDF scheduling has consider-
able advantages over fixed priority scheduling. Recent work
has therefore sought to provide RTOS support (similar to the
OSEK/AUTOSAR standards) for rate-dependent tasks under
EDF [1]. A final area for further research is to note that the
control systems implemented via rate-dependent tasks can often
tolerate a small number of deadline misses, provided they are
not too frequent. Future work may therefore consider relaxed
temporal constraints, allowing for some transient overloads.
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